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We introduce a symmetric bilinear form of a weighted matroid and prove that
the determinant of the matrix of this form is a product of linear functions of
weights. This formula is an analog of the formula for the determinant of the
Shapovalov form in representation theory.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Geometric study of the KnizhnikZamolodchikov equation in conformal
field theory leads to studying arrangements of hyperplanes. Several bilinear
forms appear in these considerations [SV, V1-V4, L]. Each of these forms
depends on several parameters. Although the forms are very different (the
matrix of one of them is a matrix of multidimensional integrals depending
transcendentally on parameters [V1], the matrix of another has entries
polynomially depending on parameters [SV], and so on), all of the forms
share a remarkable property: the determinant of the matrix of a form is a
product of very simple functions of parameters (in one case these are
gamma functions, in another case these are linear functions and so on). It
turns out that this phenomenon has a profound base and appears even on
the matroid level. In this work we consider an example. Namely, in [SV]
a bilinear form of a configuration of hyperplanes was introduced. This form
is an analog of the Shapovalov form of a representation with highest
weight, see [K, 9.16], and [FF], [KW]. In [SV] it was proved that the
determinant of the form is a product of linear functions of parameters of
the form. This formula is an analog of the formula for the determinant of
the Shapovalov form, see the references above. In this work we extend the
definition of the bilinear form to an arbitrary matroid and prove that the
determinant formula still holds. We suggest a proof which is new even for
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the case of configurations of hyperplanes, although the discrete Laplace
operators, introduced in [SV] to prove the determinant formula, might
also be useful for studying matroids.
Section 1 contains matroid preliminaries. In Section 2 we define the
OrlikSolomon algebra and the flag space of a matroid. Section 3 contains
the definition of the main object of this work, the bilinear form of a
matroid, which is a symmetric bilinear form on the flag space. In Section
4 we formulate and prove the formula for the determinant of the bilinear
form of a matroid.
1. MATROID PRELIMINARIES
Basic concepts of matroid theory can be found in [Ox]. Here we will
recall some definitions.
A matroid M or M(S) is a pair consisting of a finite set S and a collec-
tion I of subsets of S satisfying the following three conditions:
(I1) < # I.
(I2) If I # I and I$I, then I$ # I.
(I3) If I1 and I2 are in I and |I1 |<|I2 |, then there is an element e
of I2&I1 such that I1 _ e # I.
The members of I are called the independent sets of M, other subsets of
S are called dependent.
We will often endow S with a linear order: p1 Op2 O } } } Opn . The
ordering on the points will be indicated by O, while flats are ordered by
containment indicated by .
Example of a Matroid. Let S be the set of columns of an m_n matrix
over a field F, and let I be the set of subsets X of S for which the set of
columns labeled by X is linearly independent in the vector space F m. Then
(S, I) is a matroid.
Analogously, a finite set of points in a projective space defines a matroid,
and a configuration of hyperplanes through the origin in a vector space
defines a matroid, where a subset of i hyperplanes is independent if its
intersection has codimension i.
A minimal dependent set in a matroid M is called a circuit. An element
e in S is called a loop if [e] is a circuit. Moreover, if f and g are elements
of S such that [ f, g] is a circuit, then f and g are said to be multiple points.
A matroid is called simple if it has no loops and no multiple points.
The collection of all circuits of M determines a matroid structure M
on S.
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Example of a Matroid. Let G be a graph. A cycle of a graph is a
closed walk on G without repeated vertices. Let S be the set of edges of G.
Let C be the collection of edge sets of cycles of G. Then C is the set of
circuits of a matroid on S called the matroid of the graph G. This matroid
is simple precisely when the graph has no loops or multiple edges.
A maximal independent set I is called a base of the matroid. All bases
have the same size. Denote by B(M) the collection of all bases of M. The
collection B(M) determines the matroid structure M on S.
Suppose that XS. Let I|X be [IX: I # I]. Then the pair (X, I|X )
is a matroid called the restriction of M to X or the deletion of S&X from
M. It will be denoted by M(X ). The rank r(X ) of X (or M(X ) ) is the size
of a base of X.
For XS define a subset
cl(X )=[x # S: r(X _ x)=r(X )].
called the closure or span of X. We also denote cl(X ) by X . X is called a
flat if X=X .
We say that a flat X$ covers a flat X written X<} X$ when X$ contains X
and r(X$)=r(X )+1.
In what follows we use the following properties of the flats of a matroid:
(F1) S is a flat.
(F2) If X and X$ are flats then X & X$ is a flat.
(F3) For a flat X the collection of subsets [X$&X]X$, X<} X$ forms a
partition of S&X.
From any matroid M, one can construct a simple matroid M by
removing all loops and any point pj such that p i=p j with iO j. This
matroid is called the simplification of M and is denoted by M .
For a matroid M let B*(M) be [S&B: B # B(M)]. Then B*(M) is a set
of bases of a new matroid on S. This matroid is called the dual of M and
is denoted by M*.
Let T be a subset of S. A new matroid called the contraction MT of T
from M is defined by
MT=(M*&T )*.
Let M1 and M2 be matroids on disjoint sets S1 and S2 . Let S=S1 _ S2
and I=[I1 _ I2: I1 # I (M1), I2 # I (M2)]. Then (S, I) is a matroid
called the direct sum of M1 and M2 .
A matroid M is called separable if it can be written as a nontrivial direct
sum and connected otherwise. A one-point rank-one direct sum factor is
called an isthmus and the direct sum of i isthmuses is the boolean algebra
Bi.
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A lattice is a partially ordered set such that for every pair of elements the
least upper bound and greatest lower bound of the pair exist.
Let P be a finite partially ordered set (in our case, a lattice). The Mo bius
function + of P is a map +: P_P  Z defined recursively by
+(x, y)=1 (x # P)
+(x, y)=0 (x y)
+(x, y)= & :
xz< y
+(x, z) (x<y).
A lattice of a matroid is the set of its flats partially ordered by inclusion.
The Mo bius function of this lattice is called the Mo bius function of the
matroid. The unsigned Mo bius function of a matroid is defined by
++(<, K)=(&1)r(K) +(<, K) for any flat K and is always positive. We will
write ++(K) to indicate ++(<, K).
A broken circuit C of a matroid M is a minimal dependent set with its
least element (from O) removed. Following [Br2], a subset I k=
[ pi1 , ..., pik] is called /-independent (or a /-basis if k=r(S)) if it contains no
broken circuit. It is easy to see that matroids M and M have the same
/-independent sets. Such a set I k is in standard form when written as a
k-tuple in reverse order: (I k)=( pik , ..., pi1) with pij+1 Opij and is called a
standard /-independent set (or standard /-basis when k=r(S)).
The number of /-independent sets which span a flat K of M is given by
the unsigned Mo bius function ++(K).
The number of /-independent sets of size k is given by
++k := :
K: r(K)=k
++(K). (1.1)
A less-known function is the beta invariant ;(K).
;(K) :=(&1)r(K) :
K$: K$K
+(K$) r(K$), (1.2)
the sum taken over all flats K$ contained in K.
The above invariants satisfy the following recursions when M is simple
and p is not an isthmus:
++(M)=++(M&p)+u+(Mp) (1.3)
;(M)=;(M&p)+;(Mp) (1.4)
++(Bi)=1, ;(Bi)=$(i, 1). (1.5)
If M is seperable: M=M1 M2 , then ++(M)=
++(M1) ++(M2) and ;(M)=0. (1.6)
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A k-flag F k of M is an ordered (k+1)-tuple of flats:
F k=[<<} K1<} } } } <} Kk]
such that r(Ki)=i. For lk, we set (F k)l :=Kl .
A k-flag with i-gap F k is of the form
F k=[8<} K1<} } } } <} Ki&1<Ki+1<} } } } <} Kk]
where 1ik&1 and r(Kj)=j.
Flats K and K$ form a modular pair if r(K)+r(K$)=r(K & K$)+
r(K & K$). A flat K is modular if it forms a modular pair with every other
flat. Equivalently, K is modular if for any flats K$<K", we have
(K" 7 K) 6 K$=K" 7 (K6 K$). (1.7)
Points and the set S are thus modular. Two flags F k and
F $k=[<<} K$1<} K$2<} } } } <} K$k]
with K$k=Kk form a modular flag pair if Ki and K$j form a modular pair for
all 0i, jk.
2. TILE ORLIKSOLOMON ALGEBRA AND THE
FLAG SPACE OF A MATROID
Let M(S) be a simple matroid of rank r=r(S)=r(M). In [OS, 92],
Orlik and Solomon defined the Z-module A(M)=A=rk=0 where A
k
is the Z module generated by the set =k of k-tuples of points ( p1 , ..., pk)
from S subject to the following relations:
(OS1) ( p1 , ..., pk)=0 if [ p1 , ..., pk] is dependent.
(OS2) For all A=( p1 , ..., pk) and permutations _ # Sk ,
A_=sgn(_) } A
where A_ is the k-tuple ( p_(1) , ..., p_(k)).
(OS3) If [ p0 , ..., pk] is dependent, then
:
k
i=0
(&1) i ( p0 , ..., p^i , ..., pk)=0.
Results of [Bj], [OS], and [SV] then show the following:
(2.1) A is a graded anticommutative Z-algebra where Al } Am/
Al+m is defined by concatenation.
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In fact, when the relations are taken on the exterior algebra of the
module Z( p1 , ..., pn), (OS2) is vacuous and (OS3) implies (OS1). Further,
A is a covariant functor from the category of simple matroids and strong
maps to the category of graded anticommutative Z-algebras.
(2.2) Ak has a free basis of standard /-independent sets of size k. The
number of such sets is ++k (see (1.1)).
(2.3) If we induce the Z-linear map d*k+1: Ak+1  Ak by
d*k+1(( pi0 , ..., pik))= :
k
j=0
(&1)k&j ( pi0 , ..., p^ij , ..., pik)
then d 2=0 and the resulting homology groups are trivial. When the last
module Ar is omitted, then the last homology group of the remaining
complex is H r&1(A , d*)=Z++(M) and the complex is isomorphic to the
complex giving order homology [Bj].
Indeed, if D is the matrix of d with respect to standard /-independent
sets, then it is the identity when restricted to bases of Ak+1 containing p1
and those of Ak not containing p1 .
Remark. For a real affine matroid M of rank r, there is a
homomorphism from Ar to numbers which assigns to an (r&1)-simplex
its oriented volume. (OS3) reflects the fact that when an r-simplex is
projected down to dimension r&1, it has two triangulations: the images of
the ‘‘top’’ and ‘‘bottom’’ of the simplex.
To get a different perspective on the Orlik-Solomon module, we
investigate its dual, the flag space F (M)=F following the construction
of [SV].
For a simple matroid M of rank r, denote by Flk the set of all flags of
length k(0kr). The flag space F is then defined as the quotient of the
free Z-module on Fl=rk=0 Fl
k by the following relations:
(FS) For every 0<i<k, and any k-flag F k with an i-gap, we have
:
Fk: Fk#F k
F k=0
where the sum is over every k-flag which agrees with F k (except at level i).
For any flat Kk define Fk(Kk) as the submodule generated by all flags
with greatest flat Kk . Since there are no relations between members of
Fk$(K$k$) and those of Fk(Kk) for Kk {K$k$ , we have
F (M)= 
r
k=0
Fk(M) (2.4)
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where
Fk(M)= 
Kk : r(Kk)=k
Fk(Kk). (2.5)
Further, for k<r, define in F the Z-linear map
dk : Fk  Fk+1
induced by mapping each F k to the sum of all its possible (k+1)-flag
extensions:
dk([<<} } } } <} Kk])= :
Kk+1: Kk+1>} Kk
[<<} } } } <} Kk<} Kk+1]. (2.6)
Then, clearly, d is well-defined and
d 2([<<} } } } <} Kk])= :
Kk+1 , Kk+2:
Kk+2>} Kk+1>} Kk
[<<} } } } <} Kk<} Kk+1<} Kk+2]
= :
Kk+2 : Kk<} Kk+2
:
Kk+1:
Kk<} Kk+1<} Kk+2
[<<} } } } <} Kk+2]=0.
Thus (F (M), d) forms a chain complex which we will say more about later.
We now introduce a bilinear form on FA.
For a k-flag F=[<<} K1<} } } } <} Kk] and a k-tuple A=( p1 , ..., pk), we
say F and A are adjacent, written FtA, if Ki=p1 6 p2 6 } } } 6 pi for all i.
We denote the unique flag adjacent to an independent k-tuple A by F(A).
For all k(0kr), define the bilinear form ( , ): FkAk  Z induced
by:
(2.7) (F, A)=sgn(_) if FtA_ for some (necessarily unique) _ # Sk ,
(F, A)=0 otherwise.
(2.8) Proposition. The bilinear form ( , ) is well-defined.
Proof. The fact that ( , ) obeys (OS1) and (OS2) is obvious.
To prove (OS3), we must show that for an (ordered) dependent set
D=( p0 , ..., pk)
RF, D := :
k
i=0
(&1) i (F; ( p0 , ..., p^i , ..., pk)) =0.
If all summands are 0, there is nothing to prove, so assume that for some
_ # Sk+1, we have FtA=( p_(0) , ..., p^_(l) , ..., p_(k)). For now, assume that
_( j)=j for all j, and p0 is deleted. Thus, [ p0 , ..., pk] contains the unique
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circuit C=[ pi1 , pi2 , ..., pim= j , p0] where pj has greatest index. Now,
|Ki & D|=[ p1 , p2 , ..., pi] for i<j while |Ki & D|=[ p0 , p1 , p2 , ..., pi] for
ij. Hence, the only other k-tuple from D adjacent to F is A$=
( p1 , ..., pj&1, p0 , pj+1 , ..., pk)=( p0 , ..., p^j , ..., pk)_ where _ is a j-cycle. Hence
(F, A$) =(&1) j&1 and RF, D becomes 1+(&1) j (&1) j&1=0.
To prove that RF, D_=0 for another ordering _, it suffices to show that
RF, D=0 implies that RF, D{=0 for a transposition {: {(i)=i+1,
{(i+1)=i, and {( j)=j otherwise. Then all summands in RF, D containing
pi and pi+1 get multiplied by &1 while
(&1) i (F; ( p0 , ..., p^i , pi+1 , ..., pk))
=(&1) i+1 (F; ( p{(0) , ..., p{(i) , @p{(i+1) , ..., p{(k)))
and vice-versa. Hence RF, D{=&RF, D and we are done.
Finally, to prove (FS), we must show for every k-flag F with an i-gap
and every k-tuple A:
RF , A := :
F: F#F
(F, A)=0.
Again we can assume that some term (F, A) is non-zero and (by the
compatibility of ( , ) with (OS2)) we can reorder A so that FtA. Since
Kj in F intersects A in [ p1 , ..., pj] for all j{i, if A{ is adjacent to some flag
in the sum then the only possible { other than the identity is {: i W i+1.
But A{ is then adjacent to the unique summand F $=[<<} K1<} } } } <} Ki&1<}
K$i<} Ki+1<} } } } <} Kk] where K$i=Ki&1 6pi+1. Thus, RF , A becomes
(F, A)+(F $, A{)=1&1=0.
(2.9) Definition. Following [Bj] and [SV], let us label every (non-
empty) flat K of M with some point p=l(K) such that p # K. Call a k-flag
NF=[<<} K1<} } } } <} Kk] neat if l(Ki) # Ki&Ki&1 for all i1.
Recursively, the family of all neat flags which contain Kk+1 is given by
NFk+1(Kk+1)=. [[NFk(Kk)<} Kk+1]: Kk+1>} Kk and l(Kk+1)  Kk]
(2.10)
To each neat k-flag NF, we can associate A( NF )t NF, its k-tuple of labels
(which necessarily forms a base and are called neat bases in [Bj]).
Different labelings give different neat flag families, some easier to work
with than others. In particular, call a labeling convex if for every p # K$<K
such that l(K)=p, we have l(K$)=p. In this case, a flag is neat if and only
if it has distinct labels. Also, it is precisely in this case that Ak # A( NF) if
and only if it is a subsequence of some Ak+1 # A( NF) for all 0kr.
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The most natural convex labeling is the min labeling where l(K) is the
least point (under O) contained in K. It is then routine to check that
A( NF)=[A( NF ): NF a neat flag under min labeling] is the family of
standard /-independent sets.
We illustrate the above definitions for M(K4) where M(K4) is the (cycle)
matroid of the complete graph with four vertices and six edges.
(2.11) Example. The graph K4 has the form
Its matroid M(K4) has the form
This figure shows, for example, that edges 1, 2, 5 form a flat of rank 2
and so on.
Examples of labelings are shown in the next figure
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Labeling: a. Min b. Convex c. Arbitrary
A(NF) 651, 621, 531, 651, 531, 461, 651, 621, 531,
431, 421, 321 431, 321, 261 431, 421, 321
Note that the neat flags and their labels are the same for (a) and (c) and
that all shorter neat flags are obtained as subsequences of listed flags in (a)
and (b). Although (c) has the same labeled neat flags of length 3 as (a), its
neat flags of length 2 are not obtained as subsequences in (c). In particular,
25 is a neat labeling in no subsequence while the subsequence 21 labels no
neat flag. Also note that in (c) the distinct points 251 label a flag but it is
not neat.
(2.12) Proposition. For any flat Kk of M, the family of neat flags
NFk(Kk) spans Fk(Kk).
Proof. To show that F(Kk)=[<<} K1<} } } } <} Kk] is spanned by
NFk(Kk) we proceed by induction first on k and then on i(F ), the index
i such that l(Kk) # Kk&i&Kk&i&1.
If k=0, then Fk(<)= NFk(<)=[<]. Now assume that the proposi-
tion is true for flags of length k&1(0k&1r). A flag F(Kk) of length k
with i(Kk)=0 is of the form [F $(Kk&1)<} Kk] where l(Kk)  Kk&1. By
induction, F $(Kk&1)= nj NFj (Kk&1) so that F(Kk)= nj[NFj (Kk&1)<}
Fk] and all summands are neat by (2.10). Now assume the proposition is
true for k-lags with i(Kk)<i(1ik&1), and let F(Kk) be a flag with
i(Kk)=i. Thus l(Kk) # Kk&i&Kk&i&1. For all Kjk&i {Kk&i such that
Kk&i&1<} Kjk&i<} Kk&i+1 , we have the flag Fj (Kk)=[<<} } } } <} Kk&i&1<}
K jk&i<} Kk&i+1<} } } } <} Kk] with l(Fj)<i (since l(Kk)  K
j
k&i). By
induction on i, Fj=m nj, m NFj, m(Kk), and so by (FS), F(Kk)=
&j, m nj, m NFj, m(Kk).
The above proposition shows that NF (M) spans F (M). The following
shows that neat flags are independent and hence form a basis (orthonormal
to the neat basis family of [Bj]).
(2.13) Proposition (cf. [V3, Theorem 10.2.15]. For any pair of neat
fags NF and NF $,
( NF; A( NF $)) =$( NF, NF $).
Proof. Obviously, ( NF; A( NF ))=1. Now, let A( NF )=A=( p1 , ..., pk)
and assume that A_ labels a neat flag NF $=[<<} K$1<} } } } <} K$k]. If
_(i)=i for all i, such that m<ik, then [ p_(1) , ..., p_(m)]=[ p1 , ..., pm] so
that K$m=p1 6 } } } 6 pm=Km and p_(m)=l(Km)=pm . Thus, letting m
decrease from k, we have that _ is the identity and NF $=NF.
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(2.14) Corollary. When the min labeling is used to construct neat fags,
then
NFk=[[<<} p1<} p1 6 p2<} } } } <} p1 6 } } } 6 pk]:
( p1 , ..., pk) is a standard /-independent set].
The number of such flags is ++k .
Under min labeling, let NF k denote the +~ +k neat flags of length k which
contain p1 (i.e., such that l(Kk)=p1) and let NF k be the +^+k others. We
then have a bijection f from NF k onto NF k+1, 0kr&1, given by
f (NF (Kk))=[NF (Kk)<} Kk 6 p1]. (2.15)
Hence,
+^+k =+~
+
k+1 . (2.16)
Further, if d is the differential of (2.6),
dk+1( NF )= f ( NF )+:
j
F $j= f ( NF )+:
i, j
ni, jFi, j (ni, j {0) (2.17)
where each flag F $j does not contain p1 (in any flat), so that when expanded
in the neat-flag basis, each Fi, j is in NF . Hence, dim(Im(dk&1))+~ +k , and
dim(Im(dk))+^+k , so that dim(Ker(dk))+~
+
k . Since Im(dk&1)Ker(dk)
we have the following:
(2.18) Proposition. For all k, 1kr, the set [d(NF ): NF # NF k&1] is
a basis for Im(dk&1)=Ker(dk). The only nonvanishing cohomology group is
Hr(F, d )=Fr&Z++(M ).
3. A SYMMETRIC BILINEAR FORM ON THE FLAG SPACE
In this section we define a symmetric bilinear form for a weighted
matroid following [SV]. Our principal result, Theorem (4.16), is a formula
for the determinant of this bilinear form.
(3.1) Definition. Assume that to each point pi of S is assigned a
weight
a( pi) :=ai # R=Z[ai , ..., an].
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The weight of a subset S$S is given by
a(S$)= :
pi # S$
ai
and the weight of a fag F=[<<} } } } <} Kk] is
a(F ) := ‘
k
l=1
a(Kl&Kl&1).
The weight of a k-tuple A=( pi , ..., pik) is
a(A) := ‘
k
j=1
aij .
Define B k(F ) by:
B k(F )= :
A: AtF
a(A) } A.
Remark. This map was introduced in [V1].
Three other easily derived formulas for B k(F ) follow. The first shows that
it is well-defined on Fk and hence induces an R-linear map from Fk to the
R-module Ak:
B k(F )=
1
k!
:
A # Ak
(F, A) } a(A) } A. (3.2)
Hence, when B k is applied to (FS), the coefficient of every a(A) } A is zero
by (2.8).
The next two formulas display B k(F ) as a product of linear terms where
tuples are multiplied in A by concatenation as in (2.1):
B k(F )= ‘
k
l=1
\ :pi # Kl&Kl&1 ai } ( pi)+ (3.3)
where F=[<<} } } } <} Kk]
= ‘
k
l=1
\ :pi # Kl ai } ( pi)) (3.4)
where Kl is a flat of rank l in F and any contribution in (3.4) not
appearing in (3.3) gives 0 in A by (OS1).
The map B k defines a bilinear form Bk: FF  R.
Bk(F, F $)=(B k(F ), F $) .
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This form will be call the bilinear form of a matroid. The bilinear form is
symmetric:
Bk(F, F $)= :
( pi1 , ..., pik)tF, ( p_(i1), ..., p_(ik))tF $
sgn(_) } ai1 } } } aik . (3.5)
We have, further, that Bk is a direct sum:
Bk= 
Kk : r(Kk)=k
Bk(Kk) (3.6)
By (2.12) we know that for any neat bases families, NFk and NF$, an
invertible integer matrix M (of determinant \1) converts NFk to NF$k so
that if Bk is the matrix of the bilinear form with respect to NF, then
B$k=MBkMt is its matrix with respect to NF$ so that, in particular,
det(B$k)=det(Bk). (3.7)
We now explore the entries of our matrix Bk. It is clear that the
monomials appearing in Bk(F, F $) are the intersection of those in Bk(F, F )
and Bk(F $, F $). It is not obvious, however, that all have the same sign. The
following proposition assures us of this and shows that Bk(F, F $) like
Bk(F, F ) is a product of linear terms. Note that monomials in Bk(F, F $)
come from systems of distinct common representatives of the sets
[Di :=Ki&Ki&1] and the sets [D$i :=K$i&K$i&1](1ik). These repre-
sentatives are matching in the relation ‘‘has a nonempty intersection’’
between the two families. The reader can check these results in (4.12).
(3.8) Proposition. (1) Bk(F(Kk), F $(K$k)) is nonzero if and only if
Kk=K$k and F and F $ are a modular pair of flags.
(2) If F and F $ form a modular pair, define _(F, F $) by
_(i)=min( j : Di & D$j {<).
Then _ is a permutation. Further, if AtF and A_tF $, then _=_(F, F $).
(3) Bk(F, F $)=sgn(_(F, F $)) } >ki=1 a(Di & D$_(i)).
Proof. The necessity that Kk=K$k is obvious. Now, if F and F $ are not
a modular flag pair, then there exist Ki # F and K$j # F $ such that, if
r(Ki & K$j)=d and r(Ki _ K$j)=c, then i&d>c& j. But now at most d
(necessarily independent) points of Ki are matched into differences in F $
contained in K$j so that, in a matching, at least i&d points P in Ki must
be matched into sets D$m with m>j. This set P is independent of K$j and we
have the contradiction:
i&dr(P _ K$j)&r(K$j)r(Ki _ K$j)&r(K$j)=c&j.
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To show that the _: [1, k]  [1, k] defined in (3.8.2) (which is a
function since Kk=K$k) is one-to-one when F and F $ form a modular flag
pair, assume that _(i)=_(@ )= j where @ <i and j is the minimum index
with this property. Let d be the number of indices [i $] with i $<i and
_(i $)< j. Then for j&1&d indices [ j $], j $<j, _&1( j $) & [1, i]=<. For all
such indices, Ki & D$j $=< so that Ki & K$j $=Ki & K$j $&1 and, by
modularity, r(Ki 6 K$j $)=r(Ki 6 K$j $&1)+1.
Hence
r(Ki 6 K$j)i+j&(d+1). (3.9)
But also there are d+2 independent points Id+2 matched from distinct sets
[Di $] _ [Di , D@ ] such that I d+2Ki 6 K$j . Thus, r(Ki 6 K$j)d+2. Hence
r(Ki 6 K$j)=r(Ki)+r(K$j)&r(Ki 6 K$j)i+j&(d+2)
which contradicts (3.9).
For any other permutation _$, there is some i such that _$(i)<_(i). By
the definition of _, we have Di & D$_$(i)=<, so that _$ is not a matching.
Thus, if A=( p1 , ..., pk) and AtF, A_tF $, then _=_(F, F $) and
pi # Di & D$_(i) and conversely any such A_ is adjacent to F $. This proves
(3.8.3).
4. THE DETERMINANT OF B
(4.1) Definition. For the same weighted matroid of (3.1), we define
the function C k(A) for A=( p1 , ..., pk) as:
C k(A)= :
_ # Sk
sgn(_)[<<} p_(1)<} } } } <} ( p_(1) 6p_(2) } } } 6 p_(k))]
a( p_(1)a( p_(1) 6 p_(2)) } } } a( p_(1) 6 } } } 6 p_(k))
= :
_ # Sk
sgn(_) F(A_)
a(F(A_))
.
As in the previous section, C k has an expansion using ( , ) which makes
it obvious that it is an R$-linear map from Ak to the R$-module Fk (where
R$ is the field of fractions of R):
C k(A)= :
F # Fk
(F, A)
F
a(F )
. (4.2)
The map C k defines a symmetric bilinear form Ck on Ak. We have
Ck(A, A$)= :
_, {: F(A_)=F((A$){)=F
sgn(_) sgn({)
a(F )
. (4.3)
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(4.4) Example. Using the min labeling of (2.11a), we have:
C3(651, 531)
=
&1
a(S) \
1
a1(a1+a3+a6)
+
1
a1(a1+a2+a5)
+
1
a5(a1+a2+a5)+
= &
a21+a1a3+2a1a5+a1a6+a2 a5+a3 a5+a
2
5+a5a6
a1a5(a1+a3+a6)(a1+a2+a5)(a1+a2+a3+a4+a5+a6)
.
Although the polynomial in the numerator above does not factor in R
(cf. (3.8.3)), all terms have the same sign. In fact, in the sum (4.3), the
permutation {_&1 is an invariant for all non-zero terms as an immediate
consequence of (3.8.2):
(4.5) Proposition. If F(A_)=F((A$){)=F, and F(A_$)=F((A$){$)=F $,
then (multiplying from right to left) _$&1 } _={$&1 } {=_(F, F $), so that
{ } _&1={$_$&1.
Proof. In analogy with (3.6) and (3.7), we have the following:
Ck= 
Kk : r(Kk)=k
Ck(Kk). (4.6)
If Ck and C$k are the matrices of Ck with respect to two neat bases, then
det(C k)=det(C$k). (4.7)
Also,
C0=B0=[1];
B1=Diag(a1 , ..., an), C1=Diag \ 1a1 , ...,
1
an+ . (4.8)
We now show, by induction on k, that BkCk is the identity (0kr).
Using (3.6) and (4.6), it suffices to prove this for Bk(Kk) and Ck(Kk) we
begin with a lemma.
(4.9) Lemma. If [ p1 , ..., pk] is a base for Kk , then
:
k
i=1
(&1)k&i ( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk) } \ :p # Kk a( p) } ( p)+=a(Kk)( p1 , ..., pk).
Proof. The left-hand side equals
:
pk+1 # Kk
a( pk+1) \ :
k
i=1
(&1)k&i ( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk , pk+1)+ .
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But now for each pk+1, the internal summand S equals ( p1 , ..., pk) since
S&( p1 , ..., pk , pk+1)= :
k+1
i=1
(&1)k&i ( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk+1)=0 by [OS3].
Theorem 4.10 (see [SV, (3.4.4)]). The maps B k and C k are inverse.
Indeed if A=( p1 , ..., pk), then
B kC k(A)=B k \ :_ # Sk
sgn(_) F(A_)
a(F(A_)) +
= :
_ # Sk
sgn(_)
a(F(A_))
‘
k
l=1
\ :p # (F(A_))l a( p) } ( p)+=A.
Proof. The first identity is from (4.1) while the second identity is from
(3.4). we now show that the last sum, I, reduces to A. Associate to each A_
the (k&1)-tuple ( p_(1) , ..., p_(k&1)) # Ak&1 which, if _(k)=i, is a permuta-
tion _i in Sk&1 of ( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk). Further,
sgn _i=(&1)k&i sgn _, (4.10.1)
and, since a((F(A_))k)=a(Kk) for any _
a(F(A_))=a(Kk) a(F(A_i)). (4.10.2)
We have, for each i, by induction,
( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk)=Bk&1Ck&1( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk)
= :
_i # Sk&1
sgn _i
a(F(A_i))
‘
k&1
l=1
\ :p # (F(A_i))l a( p) } ( p)+ .
Denote the last  } } } > } } } by Ii . Then by (4.10.1, 2), we have
Ii=(&1)k&i :
_: _(k)=i
sgn(_) a(Kk)
a(F(A_))
_\ ‘
k
l=1
\ :P # F(A_)l a( p) } ( p)++
1
:p # Kk a( p) } ( p)
.
So that
a(Kk) I= :
k
i=1
(&1)k&i Ii } \ :p # Kk a( p) } ( p)+
= :
k
i=1
(&1)k&i ( p1 , ..., p^i , ..., pk) } \ :p # Kk a( p) } ( p)+
=a(Kk)( p1 , ..., pk) by (4.9).
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(4.11) Corollary.
1. The determinant of Br is of the form
det(Br)=\ ‘
K: K is a flat of M
a(K)bK
for an appropriate non-negative integer bK .
2. The homogeneous degree of det(Br) is r } ++(M).
Proof. (1) The determinant of Br is a polynomial p in Z(a1 , ..., an)
while each entry and hence the determinant of Cr is a polynomial divided
by a product of the flat weights. Thus, det(Cr)=qw (in lowest terms)
where w=>Flats K a(K)bK. But det(BrC r)=1=pqw so p=\w.
(2) Br is a ++(M)_++(M) matrix (by 2.14) with each entry a sum
of monomials each of degree r.
(4.12) Example. If M is the rank-three matroid on S=[ p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 ,
p5] with two three-point lines L=[ p1 , p2 , p3] and L$=[ p3 , p4 , p5], then,
relative to the standard flag basis, F1=[ p5<} L$], F2=[ p5<} p5 6p2],
F3=[ p4<} L$], and F4=[ p4<} p4 6p2] (suppressing < and S), the matrix
B3 has the form:
F1 F2 F3 F4
F1 a5 a4a2+a5 a4a1 &a5 a4a2&a5 a3a2 &a5 a4a2&a5a4a1 a5 a4a2
a5 a3a2+a5 a3a1
F2 &a5 a4a2&a5 a3a2 a5 a2a4+a5 a2a3 a5 a2a4 &a5 a2a4
+a5 a2a1
F3 &a5 a4a2&a5 a4a1 a5a2a4 a4 a5a2+a4 a5a1 &a4 a5a2
+a4 a3a2+a4a3a1 &a4 a3a2
F4 a5 a4a2 &a5 a2a4 &a4 5a2&a4a3a2 a4 a2a5+a4a2a3
+a4 a2a1
We will give two examples of entries of the inverse matrix C3. Namely,
C3(5, 3, 1), (5, 3, 1)=
1
a(S)
} \ 1a5a(L$)+
1
a5(a1+a5)
+
1
a3a(L$)
+
1
a3a(L)
+
1
a1 a(L)
+
1
a1(a1+a5)+ ,
C3(5, 3, 1), (5, 2, 1)=
1
a(S)
} \ 1a5(a1+a5)+
1
a1a(L)
+
1
a1(a1+a5)+ .
We now relate how certain fundamental matroid operations are reflected
in Br and its determinant. Unless stated otherwise, we will use the standard
flag basis for Br.
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(4.13) Proposition. (1) Let M be a loopless weighted matroid with
multiple points pi each of multiplicity ni , pi :=[ pi, j : 1 jni]. Now let Br
(respectively B r) be the matrix of the bilinear form of the matroid M (resp.
its simplification M ) relative to the standard flag basis (with lexicographic
min ordering on [ pi, j]) Then,
Br=B r(a( pi , 1) := :
ni
j=1
a( pi, j)),
and if det(B r) is given as in (4.11), then
det(Br)=\‘
K \ :pi, j # K a( pi, j)+
bK
.
(2) Let [nF] be those standard flags such that (nF )1=pn and let nBr
be the submatrix of Br indexed by [nF]. Then
nBr=an } Br( Mpn)(Mpn)
so that
det(nBr)=a+(Mpn)n det(B
r&1(Mpn)).
(3) If pn is not an isthmus, let [nF ]=[NF]&[nF], the standard flags
such that (nF )1 {pn . If nB r is the induced submatrix (complementary to
(4.13.2)) then
nB ran :=0=B
r(M&pn),
and
det(nB ran :=0)=det(B
r(M&pn)).
(4) If M"(S _ S$)=M(S)M$(S$) where S$=[q, Oq2 O } } } Oqm],
and (say) pi Oqj for all i, j, then
Br+r$(M")=Br(M)Br$(M$)
and
det(Br+r$(M"))=det(Br(M))++( M$) det(Br$(M$))++(M ).
(The same result holds for any shuffled order on [ pi , qj].) In particular, for
an isthmus p,
Br+1(M(S)p)=a( p) } Br(M),
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and
det(Br+1(M(S)p))=a( p)u+( M ) } det(Br(M)).
Proof. (1) When M is simplified as in 91, the standard /-bases NA are
the same in M and M (identifying pi, 1 and pi for all i). Further, the
geometric lattices are isomorphic and B (F, F $) contains the monomial
ai1 , ..., air if and only if B(F, F $) contains
‘
r
m=1
:
nim
jm=1
aim , jm=a( pi1) } } } a( pir).
For the next three parts (of the proof), we use results of [Br2] on
standard /-bases.
(2) The standard /-bases for Mpn are those for M which contain pn
with pn then deleted. Thus, the standard (r&1)-flags NF=[<<} } } } <}
Kk<} } } } <} S&pn] of Mpn are in one-to-one correspondence with those
r-flags pn<} NF :=[<<} pn<} } } } <} Kk _ pn<} } } } <} S] of M which contain
pn . Thus, ai1 , ..., air&1 is a monomial of B
r&1(F, F $) in the
+(Mpn)_+(Mpn) matrix Br&1(Mpn) if and only if an } ai1 , ..., air is a
monomial of nBr( pn<} F, pn<} F $).
(3) The standard bases for M&pn (where pn is not an isthmus) are
exactly those of M which do not contain pn (necessarily as first point).
Thus each flag
F(( pi1 , ..., pir))=[<<} pi1<} } } } <} Kk<} } } } <} S] of [
NF ]
gives a flag
F&pn=[<<} pi1<} } } } <} Kk&pn<} } } } <} S&pn] of B
r(M&pn)
(where pn is removed from any flat which it contains), and the flag does not
degenerate since each Kk&Kk&1 contains pik {pn). Using (3.8.3), we see
that if we denote the polynomial nB r(F, F $) by PF, F $ (a1 , ..., an), then, in the
++(M&pn)_++(M&pn) matrix of (M&pn) we have
Br(F&pn , F $&pn)=PF, F $ (a1 , ..., an&1 , 0).
(4) Since broken circuits of M" are just those of M along with those of
M$, the standard bases are of the concatenated form (A)(A$) where A is
standard in M and A$ is standard in M$. The resulting (r+r$)-flag is of the form
[<<} } } } <} Kk<} } } } <} S<} S _ K$1<} } } } <} S _ K$k<} } } } <} S _ S$]
=NF(A)<} NF $(A$).
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Using (3.18.3), one notes that the first r differences are disjoint from the
last r$ in any two flags so that _(F<} F $, F <} F $)=_(F, F ) _(F $, F $). Hence,
B(F<F $, F <F $)=B(F, F ) B(F $, F $).
Thus B(MM$) is the tensor product of the respective matrices and the
formula for the determinant follows.
(4.14) Example (4.12 Continued). The upper left 2_2 submatrix from
B3 in (4.12) is:
5B2=a5 _a4a2+a4a1+a3a2+a3a1&a4a2&a3a2
&a4a2&a3a2
a2a4+a2a3+a2a1&=a5 } B2(Mp5)
where Mp5 is a three-point line with atoms p1 , p2 , and p3 p4 . This agrees
with (4.13.2) and (4.13.1).
The 2_2 submatrix in B3 complementary to 5B2 when a5 is evaluated at
0 is given by:
5B 3a5=0=_a4 a3a2+a4a3a1&a4a3a2
&a4a3 a2
a4a2a3+a4a2 a1&
which equals B3(M&p5)=B3(Lp4)=a( p4) } B2(L) in agreement with
(4.13.3) and (4.13.4).
We are now in a position to inductively evaluate the exponents bK and
sign of the determinant in (4.11). In anticipation of our answer, we first
prove some properties of cK :=;(K) } ++(MK) (see 91).
(4.15) Lemma. For a subset AS, let cA be defined as ;(A) } ++(MA).
1. cA=0 when A is not a flat.
2. cK=0 when K is separable.
3. cA+cA _ p=c$A+c"A for all AS and p # S&A where p is not an
isthmus in M, c$ is c evaluated in M&p, and c" is c evaluated in Mp.
4. cA=c$A if p is an isthmus of M( p  A).
Proof. (1) If A is not a flat, then MA has a loop, and ++(MA)=0
(2) If K is separable, then ;(K) is zero by (1.6).
(3) If neither A nor A _ p is a flat then both sides are 0 by (1). If
both are flats, then A _ p is separable and cA _ p=0. Further,
cA=;(A) ++(MA)
=;(A)(++((MA)&p)+++((MA)p)) by (1.3)
=;(A) ++((M&p)A)+;"(A) ++((Mp)A)
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(since the intervals [<, A] and [ p, A _ p] are isomorphic in this case so
;=;")
=c$A+c"A .
If A is a flat and A _ p is not, then cA _ p=c"A=0. Further, p is a multiple
point in MA, so ++(MA)=++((M&p)A), and cA=c$A .
Finally, if A _ p is a flat and A is not, then cA=0. If ;$ and ;" are the
beta functions in M&p and Mp respectively, then
cA _ p=;(A _ p) ++(M(A _ p))
=(;$(A)+;"(A)) ++(M(A _ p)) by (1.4)
=;$(A) } ++((M&p)A)+;"(A) ++((Mp)A)
(since p # A , so the interval [A, S&p] in M&p is isomorphic to
[A _ p, S] in M)
=c$A+c"A .
(4) Certainly ;(A)=;$(A) and further,
++(MA)=++((M&p)A) } ++( p) by (1.6)
=++((M&p)A).
(4.16) Theorem. Let M be a loopless matroid. Then, the determinant
D(M) of Br(M) is given by
D(M)= ‘
K: K is a flat of M, r(K)>0
a(K);(K) ++(MK).
Remark. This Theorem was proved in [SV] for a configuration of
hyperplanes.
Proof. If S=<, D(M)=1 by (4.8) as is the empty product. Further,
when |S|=1, det (B1(M( p)))=a( p). Now assume that the theorem is true
for all M(S) with |S|=n&1 and let |S|=n(n>0). We may assume that M
is simple (otherwise apply (4.13.1) to get the corresponding factor in
det (Br(M)) with the same exponent). Let bK be the exponent of a(K) in
(4.11.1) and let cK=;(K) } ++(MK) (see 4.15). We will show that the
recursions for bK from (4.13) are identical to those of cK from (4.15).
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Now assume p # S is an isthmus. Then, by (4.11.4),
det(Br(M(S&p)p))
=a( p)++(M&p) det(Br&1(M(S&p)))
=a( p)++(M&p) ‘
K: K is a flat of M&p, K{<
a(K);(K) ++((M&p)K) (by induction).
The isthmus p and the flats K indexed above are the only connected
non-empty flats of M, so for all other flats: bK=cK=0. Further
det (Br(M)) is positive (i.e., the sign in (4.11.1) is +), and (4.16) follows
from (4.15.4).
We may now assume that the simple matroid M has no isthmuses. For
any p # S choose an order on S so that p :=pn (this will not affect the
determinant by (3.7)). Then the rows indexed by [nF] (see 4.13.2) are all
divisible by an , and when an is factored out of each we obtain the matrix
B r with det(Br)=(an)+
+(Mp) det(B r). In B r, the columns indexed by [nF]
have all their terms divisible by a( p) in rows indexed by [nF ] and no such
terms in rows indexed by [nF]. If we set a( p) :=0 in B r we have (using
4.13.2,3), the matrix blocks B r11=B
r&1(Mp), B r12=0, B
r
22=B
r(M&p).
Thus,
det(B r)a( p) :=0 :=det B r=det(Br&1(Mp)) det(Br(M&p)) (4.17)
By induction, the latter factors are both positive, so that det (B r) and
D(M) are positive. Further, for all AS&p, A{0, all factors a(A) in B r
come from either factors a(A) or a(A _ p) in B r. Hence, if
det B r= ‘
AS
(A{<)
a(A)d(A),
then
dA=bA+bA _ p . (4.18)
But from (4.17), we also have that:
dA=b$A+b"A (4.19)
where b$A (b"A respectively) is the exponent of a(A) in Br(M&p)(Br&1(Mp)
resp.). Combining (4.18) and (4.19), we see that bA obeys the same
recursion (4.15.3) as cA .
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When A=S&p, since S&p is not a flat, we obtain:
bS=b$S&p+b"S&p (since bS&p=0)
=c$S&p+c"S&p (by induction on n)
=cS&p+cS (by 4.15.3)
=cS (by 4.15.1).
Now using induction on i=|S|&|A|, (0<i<n) we show bA=cA for all
A{<.
bA=b$A+b"A&bA _ p
=b$A+b"A&cA _ p (by induction on i)
=c$A+c"A _ p&cA _ p (by induction on n)
=cA+cA _ p&cA _ p (by 4.15.3).
The theorem is proved.
(4.20) Example. (1) For M in (4.12) we get
D(M)=(a1 } a2 } a4 } a5)2 } a3 } (a1+a2+a3)
_(a3+a4+a5)(a1+a2+a3+a4+a5).
(2) If M=PG(n, q) is the projective geometry of dimension n over a
finite field Fq , then
D(M)= ‘
n
m=0
‘
K: K is a subspace
of dimension m
a(K)(q&1)(q2&1) } } } (qm&1) qn&m&1qn&m&2 } } } 1,
in particular, comparing the degrees of the right and left hand sides and
using (4.11.2), we get
:
n
m=0 \
n+1
m+1+q (q&1)(q2&1) } } } (qm&1) } q
( n&m
2
)
=(n+1) } q
( n+1
2
)
where ( n+1m+1)q , the number of flats of dimension m, is
(qn+1&1) } } } (qn&m+1&1)
(qm+1&1) } } } (q&1)
.
Further identities resulting from a factorization of D(M) induced by
modular flat will be explored elsewhere by the first author.
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